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1. Donna Wilson’s Albert floor cushions in down with leather base and  
side-mounted handle by SCP. circle 226
2. Stepping Up chairs with plywood and walnut frame and mini bolsters  
upholstered in Maharam’s Layers Garden by Think Fabricate. circle 227
3. Chris Gentner’s Say sofa upholstered in Camira’s Sting fabric by Gentner.  
circle 228
4. Pierre Paulin’s Elysée armchairs in wool by Ligne Roset. circle 229
5. Cumulus sofa with wood-clad metal base by Ted Boerner. circle 230 
6. Patricia Urquiola’s Gentry sofa with knitted upholstery, down cushions,  
and polyurethane foam over steel by Moroso. circle 231
7. Elénore Nalet’s Serpentine indoor/outdoor chair in waterproof Tempete  
fabric with lacquered metal frame by Ligne Roset. circle 232
8. Rapunzel Easy armchair with steel frame, outdoor-foam filling, and  
Sunbrella upholstery by Kenneth Cobonpue. circle 233
9. Hannes Wettstein’s Kalio swivel chair in double-seam upholstery over  
foam with silverplated brushed-steel base by Dietiker Switzerland. circle 234 
10. Bahir sofa and stool with solid wood frame and removable top cover  
by DDC Domus Design Collection. circle 235
11. Linda Lane’s Cascade swivel chair in suede  
with piping by Jessica Charles. circle 236
12. Simon Pengelly’s Dim Sum rocker with metal  
frame, polyurethane foam fill, and walnut skids  
by Montis. circle 237
13. Piet Boon’s Kekke chaise longue  
in leather with high-resilience  
foam filling and powdercoated 
steel frame by Lepere.  
circle 238 
14. Estudihac Jmferrero’s  
Tea chairs with upholstered 
seat and natural-oak legs  
by Sancal. circle 239 

Plumpness has its perks
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flooring

1. Vintage Wash Silk rugs hand-knotted in 
lemon green, grape, snorkel blue, wood ash, 
and dark brown by Rosemary Hallgarten.  
circle 613
2. Cuernavaca hand-knotted, -cut,  
and -woven GoodWeave-certified rug in  
Tibetan wool and Chinese silk in coral/teal  
by Gary Cruz Studio. circle 614 
3. Looping hand-assembled polyester rug  
in red by Lepere. circle 615
4. Digital hand-tufted and -looped wool,  
cotton, linen, and bamboo rug in Pacific  
by Intérieurs. circle 616
5. Tribu Glam 77 percent wool flatweave rug  
in red print with latex backing by Lepere.  
circle 617
6. Lush Life 24-inch-square tiles in Eco  
Solution Q nylon fiber by Shaw Contract.  
circle 618 
7. Khabjalosha GoodWeave-certified rugs in 
hand-carded and -spun Himalayan wool and 
hand-extracted and -spun hemp, silk, and 
linen by Stephanie Odegard. circle 619 

Hands-on rugs with 
tactile appeal
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Nanimarquina
What goes up….Eduardo Chillida’s Gravitación 1993, with its minimalist multi-
level pattern, creates a perfect neutral ground for any decor. Executed in mohair 
and New Zealand 
wool, it measures 
approximately  
6 ! by 8 feet.  
917-328-8072;  
nanimarquina.com. 
circle 627

Classic Rug Collection
As one might imagine, Barbara Barran’s Primitif—from the Mediterranean-influenced Grand Bazaar 
collection—has some history backing it up. Pure Portuguese wool is knotted in a traditional Beiriz 

technique, pro-
ducing a luxuri-
ant pile. And the 
intricate pattern 
itself was adapted 
from an Egyptian 
design some 
3,000 years old.  
212-832-3338; 
classicrug.com. 
circle 629

Jaipur Rugs
Stormy weather won’t dim the Grant Design Collaborative’s GD09 Star Power 
whatsoever. The handmade " inch–hooked–pile polypropylene piece is one 
of seven easy-to-clean and durable additions to the collaborative’s popular 
indoor/outdoor line. Available in cocoa brown—plus other hues—and four 
sizes, from 3 feet square to 7 ! by 9 ! feet. 888-676-7330; jaipurrugs.com. 
circle 631

Decorative 
Carpets
Ancient methods get a 
modern twist with the 
Tulu carpet from the Tribal 
collection. This 100 per-
cent wool update of the 
classic Anatolian weave is 
hand-knotted into varying 
textures, with a dense  
repeat and bold, graphic 
sensibility. Custom sizes 
and colors ensure the 
timeless patterns stay  
current. 310-859-6333; 
decorativecarpets.com. 
circle 630 

flooring

Go to interiordesign.net for an archive of featured products.

Robin Gray Design
One of several new options in the  
Kimono collection, the hand-knotted 
Sayagata rug ably captures the  
antique textiles that inspired the  
designer. Made with 100 percent wool, 
silk, or a blend of the two, the ecru and 
orange rug is offered in custom as well 
as standard hues. 505-995-8411;  
robingraydesign.com. circle 628 
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